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Then I heard the voice of the Lord say,
“Whom shall I send?” and
“Who will go for us?”
And I said, “Here am I. Send me!”
- Isaiah 6:8

To create a Paul Revere-type army of 1,000,000 conservative volunteers to bypass
the biased mainstream media using print and electronic material produced and
supplied by FedUp PAC to educate their family, friends, neighbors, and others that
the New Democrats are mean, evil, violent, anti-God, elitist Marxists.

Report #9
NATIONAL DEMOCRATS ARE ANTI-POLICE, ANTI-LAW AND ORDER
As looting and rioting have swept American cities in the wake of the death of George Floyd,
national Democrats are consistently showing themselves to be anti-police.
The calls for defunding and disbanding of police departments by Black Lives Matter (BLM) and
their supporters have been enabled by national Democrats with responses ranging from
conspicuous silence to open endorsement.
Across the country Democrat-led cities, already poorly managed and in billions of dollars of
debt, have voted to allocate funds away from besieged police, or dismantle them entirely.
NATIONAL DEMOCRAT LEADERSHIP SUPPORTS CUTS TO POLICE,
ABANDON LAW AND ORDER
•

During comments at a June 8 press conference, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi signaled the
beginning of the Democrat abandonment of law and order in the face of riots across the
country: “The public sentiment could not be clearer: we need to make some
transformative change. Not incremental - transformative change” to policing and police
budgets, in response to BLM demands. "Let's not get into these questions that may come
from the small minds of some, as far as safety is concerned,” she concluded. (In other
words: “no questions allowed, or risk the predictable smearing as racist!”) She and the
rest of the House Democrat Leadership took a knee inside the Capitol’s Emancipation
Hall for George Floyd (and no doubt to signal their solidarity with BLM). As far back as
2016 in a statement to the Huffington Post, Pelosi declared she “supported the ideals
embraced by the Black Lives Matter movement.”

•

Senate Minority Leader Democrat Chuck Schumer blocked a Senate resolution on June 9
offered by Senate Republicans Tom Cotton of Arkansas and Ted Cruz of Texas to oppose
police defunding, saying “ We demand…real action, not rhetoric," in calling for the
Senate to instead take up the Democrat police reform bill. Senator Cotton called
Schumer’s objection a “defense of the radical idea that we should defund the police."
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•

Presumptive vice-presidential nominee Kamala Harris of California has supported Mayor
Eric Garcetti’s proposed cuts to the Los Angeles police budget, has compared US
Immigration and Customs Enforcement officers to the Ku Klux Klan, and proposed
eliminating cash bail. At the beginning of rioting in Minneapolis, she joined with Biden
campaign staff by promoting donations to a fund to pay protesters’ and rioters’ bail. She
tweeted on June 1: "If you're able to, chip in now to the @MNFreedomFund to help post
bail for those protesting on the ground in Minnesota."

•

On July 8, Democrat presidential nominee Joe Biden said in an interview “that some
funding should ‘absolutely’ be redirected from police,” and that police forces don’t need
surplus military equipment, arguing “it leads them to ‘become the enemy’ in a
community.”

•

On August 15, Democrat Congresswoman (and member of first-term group of female
radical progressive Democrats known as “The Squad”) Ayanna Presley of Massachusetts
called for “unrest in the streets.”

ATTORNEY GENERAL BARR: DEMOCRATS CONDONE ANARCHY,
MOB VIOLENCE
US Attorney General Bill Barr has highlighted a complicity of silence by Democrat lawmakers
generating anti-police sentiment. He called on members at the hearing to “condemn violence
against federal officers and destruction of federal property.” He went on: “To tacitly condone
destruction and anarchy is to abandon the basic rule-of-law principles that should unite us even
in a politically divisive time…What makes me concerned for the country is this is the first time
in my memory that the leaders of one of our two great political parties, the Democratic Party,
are not coming out and condemning mob violence and the attack on federal courts [in Portland,
Oregon]," Barr said. "Why can't we just say, you know, violence against federal courts has to
stop? Could we hear something like that?" He subsequently has said in an interview with Sean
Hannity “lives are being lost in violent crime and the demonization of the police.”
VEEP NOMINEE HARRIS LEADS ANTI-COP HYPOCRISY
Senator Harris has displayed particular hypocrisy in ostensibly supporting police. On May 12,
2019, Harris said she opposed any “policy that would deny in our country any human being from
access to public safety." But along with endorsing Garcetti’s cuts to the LA cops and bailing out
rioters, Harris penned an op-ed on June 4, 2020 insinuating “systemic racism” against police
with a laundry list of new regulations to make cops’ lives harder. (Attorney General Barr would
have no doubt found the title ironic: “To Be Silent Is To Be Complicit.”) And in the New York
Times on June 10, Harris declared, “It is status quo thinking to believe that putting more police
on the streets creates more safety.” AG Barr would surely be interested in how tying cops’ hands
and keeping them off the streets gives people “access to public safety.”
SQUAD MEMBER OCASIO-CORTEZ SAYS
“DEFUNDING POLICE MEANS DEFUNDING POLICE”
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But in contrast to other Democrat leaders’ word games in disguising their anti-police objectives,
radical-progressive “The Squad” member Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, minced none: “defunding
police means defunding police” she said on June 30. Her comments came in reaction to New
York City Mayor Bill DeBlasio’s plan to cut the police budget by $1 billion.
NATIONAL DEMOCRATS NOW THE “MOB RULE” PARTY
So while national Democrats run the gamut from rhetorically placating to unapologetically
delivering for BLM, a dozen cities have cut cops’ budgets, destroying law enforcement morale
and law and order in the process. The decimation from “mostly peaceful” protests have been on
display all summer, with Portland, Oregon now seeing its 82nd straight day (as of August 18,
2020). Of course, Seattle’s “Capitol Hill Organized Protest (CHOP)” zone (earlier known as
CHAZ for “Capitol Hill Autonomous Zone”) ultimately ended on July 1 with four shootings.
And the unrest continues as Seattle Democrat local officials continue to tie cops hands.
Lawless Democrats have presided over the surrender of American cities to BLM, a socialist
organization with an anti-family, anti-police and anti-law-and-order agenda run by avowed
Marxists. Whether openly advocating the BLM program like “The Squad” members OcasioCortez and Pressley or dressing up their support in gauzy talk of BLM’s “ideals” like Speaker
Pelosi, national Democrats have abandoned law and order for mob rule. They have nominated a
presidential ticket that has tarred police departments as components of a racist system, and
endorsed cutting police budgets, dangerously stoking racial and social tensions in the process.
FIGHT THE ANTI-POLICE, “MOB RULE” DEMOCRATS WITH FEDUP PAC!
While President Trump and conservative Republicans like Tom Cotton and Ted Cruz have
fought back valiantly, they are frequently shouted down by the national Democrats’ new mob
constituency, aided and abetted by the ever-leftist mainstream media. And these radical, violent,
socialist Democrats’ objectives, beyond the destruction of liberty and free enterprise, is to
control your life, and thereby destroy America. Unfortunately, establishment Republicans have
been bullied into submission by charges of intolerance and racism in the face of the BLM
onslaught.
That’s why I’ve established FedUp PAC, to fill the gap that Republican leaders have failed to
breach. If you agree with this memo, please join us at www.FedUpPAC.org, where you may join
us as a Conservative Paul Revere Rider and access this and more of our fact sheets, booklets,
videos, voter cards and more. Or contact us via postal mail at the address below.
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This program by FedUp PAC is an Independent Expenditure in support of re-electing President Trump
and electing a Republican Congress. Donating is not a contribution to the Donald J. Trump for President
campaign committee and does not limit you in contributing to his official campaign committee.
FedUp PAC can accept unlimited-size donations as well as corporate donations. Contributions may be
used to cover costs of communications, compliance, administration, and fundraising for FedUp PAC's
projects to achieve a governing constitutional conservative majority.

